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Being a democratic and self-control management style, management by 
objective(MBO) meets the need of administrative environment in certain period, 
achieving remarkable results in improving efficiency, expanding government 
functions and changing the image of government. But because the development of 
modern society, administrative environment change a lot, in order to respond to these 
challenges government must take a broader and long-term perspective view on its 
own prospects. At the same time, government’s financial model also bring forward 
problems to adiministration. Increasing demand for public services and finacial 
problem make the government have to improve its own performance. Obviously, these 
issues are beyond the capacity of management by objectives. With the developmetn of 
the New Public Management, strategic management being introduced into 
administration as a method to overcome the internal orientation of traditional 
administrative model. Performance management expand in the practice of public 
administration in order to find answers to questions of positioning government’s 
functions, financial crisis and other issues. Thus, strategic management and 
performance mangement are highlighted for special attention of government managers 
and becoming the important study of administrtion. 
This article begins with the study of government’s management by objectives, on 
the basic of introducing the development course and unique model of government’s 
MBO which give experession to the characteristic of MBO in government, then 
analying the challenges government’s MBO faced in order to make MBO meet the 
need of modern administrtion. Then, advancing the concept of performance strategy 
on the basic of exploring the import mechanism of strategic management and 
performance management in management by objective. And then construing the 
connotation of performance managementits, explaning its strategic and 
result-orientative characteristics. Furthermore, drove home this comcept by citing 















scientific outlook on development. Secondly, analysing performance strategy meaning 
exhibiting in the application of KPI, BSC and so on. Lastly, analysing the 
performance strategy essence of American Performacne Assessment System, further, 
look into its inspiration on promoting performance strategy in China. 
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